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This guide is for your personal use only. Rock climbing is a dangerous activity. The authors
make no claim that the Statebrook cliff is safe nor that any hardware on the cliff is safe nor
that the grades assigned to climbs are accurate. As a climber it is your responsibility to make
any and all decisions about what you climb.
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Arietta Climbing
Arietta Climbing is a group of climbers working to develop the Southern
Adirondacks into a major rock climbing area. The group has worked
on Nine Corners, Pinnacle Boulders, Shanty Cliff, Good Luck Lake
Cliff, Lost Hunter, Lost T, Lost T2, The Annex, Otter Lake, Green Lake,
McMartin and Statebrook. Of these areas the last seven had no rock
climbing on them previous to our efforts. Development of the cliffs has
consisted mainly of marking a path to the cliff, cleaning, installing
anchors at the top of routes, and bolting where traditional protection is
not available.
Bill Griffith and Gary Thomann originally started Arietta Climbing in
2007 with the redevelopment of Shanty Cliff. Bill’s son Kegan and
Jimmy Diliberto were also heavily involved in the early development of
Shanty. At the present time (2014) the “charter” members of Arietta
Climbing are Rob Upton, Keith Matuszyk, Hal Carter, Don Redmond
and Gary Thomann. Other active members include Hollie Matuszyk, Deb Redmond, Matt Morris, John
Masse.and Drew Frasier.
Over the years many other climbers have helped, including Jimmy Diliberto’s staff at the Clark Sports Center
(Nicole Nowick, Peter ***, Caleb *** ), Mary Giehl, Carl aka Coach Maricle, Sarah Weiss, John Lubrant, Gray
Watson, Rachel Breidster, Rachel Brugeman, Eric Brugeman, Ping-Kwan Keung and Brett Olsen. Otter Lake
and Green Lake were developed almost exclusively by Justin Sanford. Justin has published guides for Nine
Corners and Pinnacle Boulders.
The members of Arietta Climbing believe cliffs should be safe, and they have tried to remove dangerous loose
rocks. These have consisted of small rocks weighing a pound or two up to 2000 pound monsters removed
using car jacks to lever them off. We have also tried clean the cliffs. In some cases this has been simple
brushing of the face, in others it has been removal of 10,000 years of accumulated dirt in wide cracks, enough
dirt to fill a pickup truck. Arietta Climbing also believes that if a route is 5.8 then a 5.8 climber should be able to
try and lead it without risking her life. To make this possible we have sometimes used stick-clip bolts for the
first protection and bolts where there are spaces between traditional protection.
Anyway, we try to develop cliffs where people can go to have good clean fun, as the saying goes. Hopefully
that will include you. In addition to this one, Arietta Climbing has guides available for Lost Hunter, Lost T, The
Annex, Lost T2, McMartin and Moss Island. All guides are in pdf format and free for personal use.

Introduction
Statebrook cliff is another of those cliffs in the town of Arietta. It was found by Keith Matuszyk, Rob Upton and
Don Redmond in the winter of 2012/13 by a process involving some luck, as finding cliffs often is. The cliff has
a maximum height of about 100 ft and is approximately 300 ft wide. It varies from vertical to leaning back a
few degrees. There are many vertical cracks and numerous roofs. There are also slots into the cliff that make
for interesting climbs.
A path to the cliff was flagged in the spring of 2013. The path is now clear enough that the flags have been
removed. It cannot be called a trail because that would require DEC approval. The path is a little more than a
mile long and ascends a few hundred feet from the highway where it begins. The slope is moderate and you
never have to get on your hands and knees and crawl like you sometimes feel is necessary on the last part of
the hike to Lost Hunter. The hike in takes about 45 minutes and perhaps 30 minutes coming back out. It is
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easy to move along the base of the cliff and there are numerous large rocks to sit on lean against while you
belay.
You can get to the top of the cliff around either the left or right end, both ways are relatively easy. All the
climbs have clip in anchors at the top. Generally you cannot reach the anchors from the top of the cliff, they
are a few feet or more from the top. To set up a top rope it is easiest to have your climbing partner belay you
down to the anchors from a tree on top. You can clip into the anchors with a couple of draws, pull the rope
down, thread it through the anchors and rappel to the ground.
If you have a large group top roping a climb you might use a couple of draws rather than running the rope
directly through the anchors. However, there is not heavy climbing traffic in the area and occasionally top
roping directly from the anchors is not a major crime.

Directions to the Cliff
There is no regular trailhead, so listen
carefully. There is a map on the next
page to help. Start where the west
branch of the Sacandaga river crosses
Highway 10. The parking area there is
where a lot of boats put in and is also the
trailhead for Good Luck Lake.
So, starting at the river crossing drive
1.56 mi further north on Highway 10.
Look for a spot where a driveway on the
right drops down to a rather decrepit
camp on the right. You will also see a
more visible house a couple of hundred
yards ahead on the right. Turn around
right here and park on the other side of
the road. The coordinates here (to the
limits of GPS accuracy) are 536452,
4791279 meters. Look for a path going
into the woods on the west side of the
road. Follow this path to the snowmobile
trail (may be overgrown and hard to see). Cross the snowmobile trail and continue up a rather straight trail that
was probably long ago a logging road. After a few minutes the trail will leave the old road, drop down to the
right to cross a small stream and continue to the cliff. Time to walk in to the cliff is 35 minutes at a reasonably
leisurely pace. Time out is a bit shorter because it is down hill.
The path is shown on the map below. There is a GPS grid on the map; the grid is
UTM with the NAD 83 datum. Distance is in meters (m) where 1000 m is one km
or 0.62 mi. Elevation is in m with a 6 m (20 ft) contour increment. The first time
you go in it is possible to get lost, so you might want to use a GPS unit. Set your
unit the same as the map, that is UTM NAD83 and you can find your position using
the grid.
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Routes
1. Only the Toad Knows 5.9 G An all trad vertical
crack at the far left end of the cliff that goes up about 40
ft to the anchors under the pine tree. Surprisingly
muscular with many opportunities for foot and hand jams.
The start is a bit tricky until you figure it out, but I won’t
spoil your fun. Route shown in photo at right. First
ascent Statebrook team July 2014.
2. Berly Arête 5.9 PG You would not think a 5.9 climb
could be terrifying but this one is. Very awkward. About
15 ft left of the phone booth cutout (see next description)
find a bolt that you will probably want to stick clip. Start

Only the Toad Knows crack

Berly Arete

under or just a bit right of the bolt and move up to it.
If you look to the right there is a flake you can
backhand, but you are not allowed to grab it.
However, if you don’t you may slip off the thin holds at
the start of this climb. Climb up to the bolt and then
you can continue up and then move left or move left
first and then up. As you go left you will get to the
arête. Actually it is not an arête but a huge flake that
you can move around and get behind. It is shown in
the photo on the left. You can either stay on the face
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or move around behind the flake. If you do move behind it you will want to come back out onto the face after
moving up a bit. Continue up clipping two more bolts to just below the tree and try to move up on its left
without grabbing the tree, although it is difficult to do. When you reach the tree ledge you must step to the left
onto a small ledge with the assistance of no hand holds. Not a terribly difficult move but scary on lead. Clip
the final bolt then continue upward to the anchors. The photo shows the second and third bolts and the
anchors. The first bolt is to the right and below the photo, the last bolt above the tree is not visible in this
picture. First ascent by Hal Carter in July 2013 on a wet day, a feat much admired.
3. Hollies High Step 5.8 G A great all trad warmup climb
with good protection for advanced climbers and a nice
accomplishment for mere mortals. The opening moves are
probably the hardest. When you first arrive at Statebrook right
in front of you will be a phone booth sized cutout at the base of
the cliff. This is your reference point for the left end and is also
the beginning of Hollies High Step. The picture to the right
shows the cutout if you are standing a bit to the right of it.
Step up to the booth and climb the little arête on the right side.
Move first right onto the face and then the top of the booth
step left to be under the main crack and continue up. At the
top there is a section of layback that is not real hard but is
muscular, especially if you stop to place pro. A second start is
in the cutoff directly below the crack, going up over the cutoff
roof. This start is harder. A third rarely used start is to the left
of the cutout, just to the right of the Burlee Arête beginning.
Climb up and then step right into the main crack. Nicely led by
Keith Matuszyk, June 2013.

Cutout at start of Hollies High Step
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4. Bowline with a Blow Job Finish 5.11a PG
About 15 ft to the right of the cutout look for a bolt, which you can stick clip if you want. Starting under this bolt
go straight up. There are a total of 5 bolts also trad protection . The section between the first and third bolts is
the hardest. The route goes about right up the center of the photo shown below left. On the left side of this
photo is Hollies High Step (partly obscured by tree) and on the right side is The Inverted Englishman. Just to
the right of Englishman is the incut that will be described in the later routes.
5. The Inverted Englishman 5.8 G
This has a softer start and it is easier to get off the
ground than Hollies High Step. All trad. To the
right of Bowline look for the wide crack that goes to
a small tree sticking out of the cliff about 40 ft up.
Climb until your head is about level with the tree.
You can sling the tree, but cannot touch it. Cursing
at it is ok. There are a couple ways to continue but
the most straight forward is to move right about 6 ft
and continue upward. There is a wide flaring crack

Bowline with a Blowjob Finish & other routes
that you want to climb past on the left (crux), although you
probably want to lean out to the right and stick a big cam
into the crack before you do. Above the crack move right
and up and then move left back to the anchors. For a
harder finish you can go straight on up above the flaring
crack. The photo on the next climb also shows a good
view of this route. First ascent Statebrook Team, May
2013.
6. The Englishman Direct 5.8 G
Not the best climb on the cliff. See the description of the
Rob leading The Inverted Englishman
next climb which goes up the right side of the incut. The
Englishman Direct goes up the left side of the incut and then joins the Inverted Englishman.
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7. The Perverted Polishman 5.8 G
Not that we know any. All trad. Start climbing 8 or
10 ft right of the Inverted Englishman route, going
up a wide incut in the cliff. The route is shown in
the photo on the right. Near the top get over the
roof using a knee jam in the wide crack or some
other move of choice (crux). Continue up to the
anchors. This photo also shows a good view of the
Inverted Englishman. First ascent Statebrook
Team June 2013.
8. The Priest Kept my Underwear 5.10 PG
A great all trad climb for a 5.10 leader. About 20 ft
right of the Perverted Polishman climb the dirt
ramp up to the base of the wall so you are under
the two roofs. The route is shown on the left in the
photo on the next page. Start in the small alcove
and move right to a crack and up. The crack can
be seen below the climbers left leg. Continue up
over the two roofs (cruxes) to the anchor. The
second roof offers a great opportunity for a knee
jamb. Maybe this climb is only 5.9; if you lead it
you can vote. First ascent Statebrook Team July
2014.

The Perverted Polishman

Wild Adirondack animal
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9. Jenelle and the Terrible Horrible No
Good Very Bad Day 5.11 PG
Accidents do happen, especially around
cliffs. You have to be so careful. This
route is just to the right of the Priest… and
on the left side of the slot that will be
discussed on the next route. The route is
shown approximately on the photo to the
left. At the upper roof you go over further
right than you do for Priest. There is at
least one bolt, right under the roof. First
ascent Statebrook Team August 2014.
10. The Success of Sully’s Bride 5.7
Sport
7 bolts. Get inside the slot shown on the
photo to the left and go up, stemming and
jamming as necessary. At the top you
have to go through a narrow slot, if you
can’t make it thru lose weight. Two photos
of Deb in the slot are shown on the next
page. First Ascent Deb Redmond August
2014.

The Priest kept my Underwear & Jenelle and the Terrible
Horrible No Good very Bad Day

The Arietta Climbing team
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And Deb up higher on the route. Notice the
narrow section at the top, photo Rob Upton
Success of Sully’s Bride, photo Rob Upton
11. Batman has it in for Robin 5.11 PG
3 bolts plus trad. There is also a bolt above and to the left of the roof that is
shared with Sullys Bride. Originally thought to be 5.10 rated, the difficulty was
modified after the first lead attempts experienced difficulty and some
trepidation. Start on the face just to the right of the right side arête. There are
a couple of bolts on the wall to help guide you. As you approach the large roof
move left to the chimney and, after passing the roof, move back to the right.
The picture on the next page shows Rob Upton in the proper area above the
roof. Notice the rope under the roof that follows the route downward. First
ascent Statebrook Team August 2014.
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12. Sullys Belay 5.11b PG
A test piece. This route is shown later along
with the route for Butter my Butt and Call me
a Biscuit. Start below the big roof and climb
up about 50 ft. Then move under the right
side of the roof. Try to get over the roof
(crux), move back slightly left and continue
to the anchors. There are 2 bolts below and 2 more above
the roof. Trad gear also needed.. The photo below shows
Rob Upton on the first ascent. First ascent Rob Upton,
August 2013.

Rob on Batman has it in for Robin

Rob Upton going over the roof on the first ascent of Sullys Belay.
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13. Butter my Butt and Call Me a Biscuit 5.8 G
About 15 or 20 feet to the right of Sullys Belay is a wide
rounded crack going up the cliff with a series of bolts along
the right side. The first bolt can be stick clipped although it is
probably not necessary. Start by scrambling up on the big
block just to the left of the crack, and then carefully step out
onto the face just right of the crack. Continue up with
appropriate moves, pushing on the walls alongside the crack
and even jamming yourself into the crack if you wish. About
20 ft from the top you will pull yourself onto a wide ledge on
the left. There was a huge loose block sitting on this ledge
that was levered off with a car jack. Considering the trouble
it took to get the block off maybe we should have left it. From
the ledge do NOT move left to the anchors for Sullys Belay;
the correct anchors are straight above. In the last 20 ft you
will need a couple of cams in the half to one inch range.
There are 7 bolts, perhaps one or two more that needed.
First ascent Gary Thomann July 2013.
14. Uncle Hal Direct Project
Out on the face to the right of Butter Butt is a 5.10/11 climb
that has been done on top rope. Needs cleaning. Route
shown in photo below, Butter Butt on left side.

Butter My Butt crack on the right with Sullys
Belay on the left.

Uncle Hal Direct project
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15. Uncle Hals Arête 5.8 PG
All trad or is there a bolt?? To the right of Butter My Butt and
past Uncle Hal Direct is a broken arête, shown in the photo on
the right. Climb up the face just left of the arête, then move right
using the undercling/layback under the slanting roof. Then swing
around into the slot and continue upward to the anchors. First
ascent Statebrook team August 2013.
16. Big Bro 5.8 PG
A strange, neat and sometimes scary route. Go around the
Uncle Hals arête and scramble up into the slot until you beneath
a couple of bolts on the left wall. The walls of the slot are 4 to 5
feet apart here, a convenient distance you will occasionally use.
Start up the left wall, your first piece of protection is in a wide
horizontal crack about 8 feet up. Stem across the walls when
possible and work your way past the two bolts. Be careful or you
can get stuck in the slot like a huge Big Bro. Continue up,
passing about 8 feet right of the Uncle Hal anchors to the anchors
for this climb which are about 20 feet higher. All trad protection
after the two bolts. First Ascent Hal Carter June 2014.
17. Sullys Success 5.6 G
Across from Big Bros and perhaps a bit further up the slot on the
right side is a series of flakes you can climb. About three-fifths of
the way up one of the flakes is a bit suspect and a bolt was
placed beside it for insurance to be sure no bad accidents.
Continue on to the anchors shared with Boy Scout, the next
climb. First ascent Don Redmond June 2014.

Uncle Hals Arete
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18. The Boy Scout Leader Likes Me 5.10d PG
4 bolts plus trad. A sketchy climb requiring good
footwork and balance. You can reduce the difficulty to
the 5.9 range by finishing on Sullys Success. On the
right side of the slot is another rounded arête with a
large tree about 14 inches in diameter in front of it.
The route is shown in the photo on the right although
the tree makes it difficult to get a good view. Start by
scrambling up until you are standing just above the
tree, then swing to the right onto the arête. Continue
upward, moving slightly left and right on the arête as
necessary. About three fifths of the way to the top you
will end up on a rounded ledge. The correct (hard)
route moves slightly to the right up to a bolt and then
back left to the anchors. This upper part is the most
difficult and you can avoid it by moving left above the
ledge and finishing on Sullys Success as mentioned
above. First ascent Statebrook Team June 2014.

The Boy Scout Leader Likes Me and
Monsters Inc.
19. Monsters Inc. 5.10 PG
Well, it would be 5.10 if it weren’t for the narrow starting crack on the first
15 ft of the route. That part is 5.11. The route is about 10 ft right of Boy
Scout and back out on the main face. It is shown on the photo above.
Try to get up the narrow crack and then continue up the easier crack
sections. If you cannot do the start, an option is to move to the right and
use the Wally start, then move back left onto this route. First ascent
Statebrook Team June 2014.
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20. Wally your Finger Smells Like the Beaver 5.10b PG
Boy Beave, are you gonna get it. About 10 feet to
the right of the start of Monsters is an easier crack
for starting. Go up this crack about 15 ft to a small
horizontal ledge and then move right six or eight
feet. Continue upward on small cracks and
features. There is a single bolt below a small roof,
other than that the route is trad. Above the roof the
climb is easier. The lower part of the climb requires
small gear, the upper part larger stuff. The route is
shown in the photo to the right, but the picture was
taken so close to the cliff the perspective is all off. It
appears the starting crack is about half the climb
when in fact it is about one-sixth. The photo does at
least indicate the approximate route. First ascent
Statebrook Team June 2014.

Wally your Finger Smells Like the Beaver route.

21. Gary Goes Home Crying 5.9 PG
To the right of Wally is a wide crack starting about 20 ft up the cliff. Near the ground the rock comprising the
right side of the crack is gone and there is just an arête. Start climbing the arête and when you reach the crack
make the surprisingly hard move to swing into it. Then continue up the crack. At the top you have to lean
quite a bit left to reach the anchors. Hal Carter leading the climb is shown on the photo below. First ascent
Statebrook team August 2014.
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22. Ten Pounds of Penis Between Us 5.9+ PG
There are two climbs involving a huge block at the base
of the cliff. About 20 ft up there is a shelf on this block
about 2 ft deep and 10 ft long. For both this climb and
the next on you end up standing on the shelf.
Unfortunately it is difficult to get a good picture of the
block; first because of trees in front of it and second
because you cannot step away from the cliff without
getting involved in underbrush and more trees. The
photo to the right shows the routes as well as I can
presently do. The photo also shows the Gary crack.
Ten Pounds is the left marked route. The route was
wet on the day the photo was taken. The second route
involving the block is marked also and explained
below.. For Ten Pounds step into the left facing corner
and grab the crack behind the block and layback to get
started. Then climb up onto the shelf on top the block,

Hal Carter leading Gary goes home crying
which cannot be seen in the photo because of the tree.
Standing on the left end of the shelf, lean out to clip the
bolt and then make an appropriate move to get onto
the face. Continue upward to the anchors. Near the
top this route joins Gary and uses the same anchors,
the route trace is incorrect near the top. First Ascent
Statebrook Team August 2014.
Ten Pounds of Penis Between Us with the next
route, Bipolar Express on the right. Gary crack on
the left
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23. Bipolar Express 5.10b R
This route is also known as Dons Long Climb and other unmentionable names that can’t be printed here since
this is a G-rated cliff. It begins on the right side of the big block. It is a classic climb, but also a bit complicated.
The previous photo showed the top part of the route. The photo shows the start on the right side of the block..
On the right side of the block start underneath the square roof and climb up so you are jammed right under it.
Then, swing left out around the corner so you are on the face. Move left on the face six or eight feet and you
can stand on the shelf, just barely visible in the photo. Then continue straight up to the anchors. There are
two bolts along the way. Because of the complexity of the start this climb can result in a lot of rope drag on the
leader. The following procedure has been used to reduce it. Tie into both ends of the rope like you are
climbing on doubles. Use only one side of the rope for protection at the start. When you are safely standing
on the shelf untie and drop that end of the rope. First Ascent Drew Frasier June 2014.
24. Unnamed Project 1 5.11 PG
To the right of Bipolar Express is an uncompleted
climb. Has been top roped. Straight up through a
triangular slot as shown in photo below. Top
anchors are in place

Bipolar Express aka Dons Long Climb

Project 1 climb, with top anchors for
Project 2 also shown
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25. Unnamed Project 2 5.?? PG
Next climb starts to right of previous, goes up onto
two standing blocks. Go on up, swing bit to right,
go over three foot roof. Follow obvious crack to
the top. Top anchors shown on right in previous
photo.
26. Mr Poopers 5.11 PG
This is in the next wide slot to the right of Bipolar
Express. Up the slot a few feet there is a climb
that goes up the left wall as shown on the photo
on the right. It has two bolts. It finishes on a huge
free standing block at the top of the cliff, the block
is to the left of the slot and hangs out over it. First
ascent Statebrook Team August 2014.
27. Mr Poopers Backside 5.8 PG
Go up the slot past Mr Poopers to the back of the
slot. Climb crack using laybacks until stemming
possible in chimney. Traverse left leaving crack

Mr Poopers
system & straight up past bolt to anchors on back of the
freestanding boulder at top. First ascent Statebrook Team
August 2014.
28. UFC2 5.9 PG
Do the left most route shown on the photo to the left. One
bolt below the small roof near the top. After the roof move
right and up to the anchors. First ascent Statebrook Team
Aug 2014.

UFC2 & other routes
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29. Snake in the Crack 5.6 PG
Climb up middle line shown in UFC2 photo, then move to the
right and around back of the block. Continue up to UFC2
anchors. First ascent Statebrook Team Aug 2014.
30. Girls Have More Fun 5.10 PG
Start up the line on the right, then move over to the big block on
the right. Go straight up the right side of the face to the
anchors. First ascent Statebrook Team Aug 2014.
31. Dysphemism 5.8 PG
About 50 ft to the right of the three routes discussed above,
start on the left side of the rounded block as shown in the photo
below. Climb up about 10 ft and then move around right onto
the face. Go up the crack to the anchors. First ascent
Statebrook Team August 2014.

Well these two certainly are

Start of Dysphemism on left side of block
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32. Dysphemism Direct (Project) 5.11 PG
Instead of going up the left side of the rounded block go
straight up the front of it as shown in the photo to the right.
Needs cleaning and one bolt. First ascent (top rope)
Statebrook Team August 2014.
33. Evil Twin 5.8 G
About 40 feet right of Dysphemism locate a wide crack that
goes up to a pair of anchors. Climb it. Nuff said. First
ascent Statebrook Team July 2014.

Dysphemism & Dysphemism Direct

Evil Twin
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